Are You Ready to Change the World?

In this critical moment, there is an unmet demand for leaders with the ability to work with people from every culture and background, with a deep understanding of social justice issues, and with a fresh eye to systemic solutions.

Chico State’s Multicultural & Gender Studies Graduates emerge as leaders with analytical thinking, excellent communication abilities, broad understanding of diverse peoples, and practical experience. Our alums, who have successful careers from health administration to corporate retail to entrepreneurship, report the program gave them essential skills and perspectives applicable in any field.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

The BA in Multicultural & Gender Studies (MCGS) is a fully online degree completion program that allows students the flexibility to be full-time or part-time, supported by knowledgeable and enthusiastic faculty and exceptional student services.

The 51-unit program includes deep consideration of one group of your choice in an embedded area of specialization, and offers practical experience in applying theory in the employment field of your choice through a required internship, or a special project in your workplace with the support of a supervisor.

AT A GLANCE

Time Frame: Two years or less

Delivery: Fully online, offered in a mixture of online formats, from synchronous “live” virtual classrooms to asynchronous courses that you view according to your own 24/7 schedule.

Designed For: Those who have completed at least two years of college but don’t have a four-year degree. Associate in Art for Transfer (AA-T) in Social Justice accepted.

APPLY TO THE PROGRAM

• Fall term applications: October 1–December 15
• Spring term applications: August 1–September 30

Financial aid & scholarships available.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Dr. Kristen Mahlis
Professor, Department of Multicultural & Gender Studies & Coordinator, Online BA in MCGS Completion Program
530-898-6319 | kmahlis@csuchico.edu

rce.csuchico.edu/mcgs
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